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Abstract—The ever more extensive data collection from
Internet of Thing (IoT) devices stresses the need for ef-
ficient application development tools. State-of-the-art IoT
cloud services are powerful, but the best solutions are pro-
prietary, and there is a growing demand for interoperability
and standardization. We have investigated how to develop
a nonvendor-locked framework, which exploits state of the
art data management technologies, and targets effective
and efficient development in this article. Focusing on the
concept of measurement, we abstracted an architecture
that could be applied in a variety of domains and contexts.
We tested the framework and its workflow in four use cases
analyzing data and enabling new services in health, auto-
motive, and instruction. Our experience showed the bene-
fits of the development tool, which is not tied to a commer-
cial platform, nor requires the huge set-up times needed
to start a project from scratch. The tool is released open-
source, particularly supporting collaborative research.

Index Terms—Application programming interface (API),
autonomous driving, cloud, e-health, e-mobility, Internet
of Thing (IoT), NoSQL database, open source, representa-
tional state transfer (REST)ful, smart city.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IDE availability of efficient application development
tools is key to the success of any digital ecosystem, as

it supports a virtual cycle with a community of developers (e.g.,
[1]). In the Internet of Thing (IoT) ecosystem, data collected
from the field fuels a variety of applications (e.g., monitoring,
prediction, maintenance, surveillance, etc.) in multiple industrial
domains [2]. According to a Gartner’s [3] forecast, 25 billion
connected things will be in use by 2021, and the share of IP
traffic generated by machine-to-machine modules is estimated
to rise from 3.1% in 2017 to 6.4% by 2022 [4]. This traffic
typically consists of real-time data generated by sensors and
IoT devices, bringing a large amount of context information.
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Cloud services are needed to support data access and manage-
ment. These services are developed and maintained by taking ad-
vantage of platform-as-a-service frameworks. Despite the use of
common components (e.g., databases, application programming
interfaces (APIs), protocols), the development and deployment
process is challenging and time consuming [5].

Commercial companies (e.g., Amazon, Microsoft, Google)
have established efficient IoT ecosystems based on powerful
cloud services, but they rely on proprietary technologies, with
very limited interoperability and development opportunities for
third parties.

In a significant effort to rationalize and further extend the field
[6], the IEEE P2413 working group, including industry giants,
has recently released—as a draft standard—a cross-domain ar-
chitectural framework providing a reference model that defines
relationships among various IoT verticals (e.g., transportation,
healthcare, etc.) and common architecture elements. It also pro-
vides a blueprint for data abstraction. A reference architecture
covers the definition of basic architectural building blocks and
their ability to be integrated into multitiered systems [7].

In this article, we therefore investigate the research question
on how to develop a nonvendor-locked, interoperable frame-
work, which exploits state of the art data management technolo-
gies, and is able to support effective and efficient development
for a variety of relevant IoT applications.

As a fundamental design choice, we focused on the concept
of measurement, as this type of data is very common in IoT.
This choice delimited the target coverage, but made it easier and
more effective the process of abstraction, which is needed in
order to support efficient application development in a variety
of domains and operational contexts.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II
analyzes the state-of-the-art. Section III concerns system archi-
tecture, presenting requirements, design, and implementation.
Section IV presents the deployment of the framework in four use
cases (three industrial research project and one close-to-market
application). Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

The literature offers a wide coverage of IoT frameworks.
Cheruvu et al. [8] provide a survey categorizing such tools
according to a consumer, industrial, or manageability focus.
Atamani et al. [9] provide a review of several available IoT
frameworks and platforms, analyzing such criteria as security,
data analytics, and support of visualization.
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Powerful solutions are currently available on the market for
different types of IoT services. The Amazon Web Services for
the IoTs (AWS IoTs) [10] cloud service features architecture
modules for data management, device connectivity and con-
trol, and analytics and event detection. A stack of functions
is available on the back-end: DynamoDB, Kinesis, Lambda,
S3, SNS, SQS, etc. Since AWS is a cloud service provider,
multiple data processing services are already integrated. Appli-
cation integration in the platform is supported through various
messaging and queing services. AWS IoT does not distinguish
among sensors, actuators, and devices, as it focuses on the
concept of things. However, there are limited custom attributes
for things, which challenges manageability and increases la-
tency [11]. The Microsoft Azure cloud platform [12] enables
developers to create cloud-based programs using a software as
a service commercial platform. Azure Sphere contains tools for
edge software development kits (SDKs) [13] to enable secure
edge-to-cloud connectivity. Other commercial frameworks [14],
like Google Cloud and Bluemix, have a variety of IoT cloud
services. Despite their differences in performance and efficiency
in practice, Zúñiga-Prieto et al. [5] indicate long deployment
times as a shared issue among such frameworks. We argue that
a better-focused content structure could facilitate developers,
especially for the applications dealing with measurements.

Several IoT data frameworks have been presented in the
literature to deal with specific IoT application domains. Re-
cent examples concern forensics [15], smart homes [16] and
smart cities [17]. In a more general approach, Jiang et al.
[18] proposed a framework dealing with typical IoT challenges
(large volume of data, different data types, rapid generating
data, complicated requirements, etc.). For structured data, they
propose a database management model that combines and ex-
tends multiple databases and provides unified access APIs. For
unstructured data, the framework wraps and extends the hadoop
distributed file system based on the file repository model to
implement version management and multitenant data isolation.
A resource configuration module supports static and dynamic
data management in terms of the predefined meta-model. Thus,
data resources and related services can be configured based
on tenant requirements. More recently, Cai et al. [19] pre-
sented a functional framework that identifies the acquisition,
management, processing and mining areas of IoT big data,
and several associated technical modules are defined and de-
scribed in terms of their key characteristics and capabilities. Fu
et al. [20] deal particularly with IoT data storage efficiency and
security, proposing a framework that keeps time-sensitive data
(e.g., control information) on the edge and sends the other (e.g.,
monitoring data) to the cloud.

Similarly to Atmosphere, [21] proposes a framework, which
supports developers in modeling smart things as web resources.
The framework supports resource-type definition and design,
general-purpose software for operations on web resources, a
mapping between web resources and data sources, and program-
ming and publishing tools. User evaluation concerned the use
of InterDataNet (IDN)-studio (a graphical interface web appli-
cation for designing and managing web resources) to customize
and enhance the representation of a Point of Interest within the

mySmartCity application, and evaluate its rendering performed
by IDN-viewer. Sharma and Wang [22], single out four main
characteristics of IoT data in cloud platforms: multisource high
heterogeneity, huge scale dynamic, low-level with weak seman-
tics, inaccuracy. These characteristics are important, as they
highlight key features that should be provided by an effective IoT
data framework (e.g., source characterization, variety of source
data configurations/aggregation, outlier computation [23]), that
we kept into account in the design of Atmosphere.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the design and implementation process,
starting with requirements up to the supported user workflow.

A. Requirements

Based on the literature analysis and our experience in in-
dustrial research projects (e.g., [24]) we elicited a need for an
IoT domain-independent data framework to support efficient
development of IoT applications dealing with measurements.
The solution should support easy problem and context modeling
and facilitate collaboration between developers, customers, and
stakeholders. Once the data model is defined, developers should
be able to quickly configure the framework accordingly. After
the deployment, the edge devices should be able to upload data,
and (third-party) applications to seamlessly access them.

From an architectural point of view, requirements concern
scalability (in terms of both data size and number of remote
connections), ease of deployment, preservation of data integrity,
large reusability, standardized IoT terminology cross-domain,
and user management.

B. Platform Choices

Based on the above requirements, we opted for designing
a framework leveraging cloud principles to support scalability
and ease of deployment, but without locking into nonportable
proprietary technologies. The framework integrates APIs im-
plementing representational state transfer (REST) services [25],
that provide a platform-independent hypertext transfer protocol
(HTTP) interface (e.g., [13]). A generic web service accommo-
dates numeric-type data in compliance with REST guidelines
in a reusable fashion. A RESTful API separates the user in-
terface (UI) from the server and data storage, which improves
portability, scalability, and independent development. For data
storage, we adopted a document-based database management
system (DBMS), such as MongoDB. NoSQL databases provide
a series of features that relational databases cannot provide,
such as horizontal scalability, memory, and distributed index,
dynamically modifying data schema, etc. [26]. MongoDB also
supports sharding, a method for distributing data across multiple
machines. A certain difficulty in coding complex queries brings
up the cost of such a choice. However, this is hidden to the user of
the framework, who access data through predefined routes to the
modeled resources, according to the REST API design principles
[25]. REST supports the mapping of HTTP verbs (GET, POST,
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Fig. 1. Atmosphere high-level block diagram.

PUT, DELETE) to the classical CRUDdatabase actions (create,
read, update, delete).

Unlike relational DBMSs, MongoDB does not impose the
prerequisite of defining a fixed structure. Models in MongoDB
allow hierarchical relationships representation, with the ability
to modify the structure of the record. Furthermore, MongoDB
recognizes data in javascript object notation (JSON) [27], a
natural JavaScript format, which means that no conversion is
required on a Node.js server. JSON facilitates the exchange of
data between web apps and servers in a compact and human-
readable format. Fig. 1 depicts the high-level block diagram
of the system. Node.js provides the advantages of full stack
JavaScript development [28]. A usual server-side approach
(e.g., in PHP, ASP.net, Ruby and Java) involves multithread-
ing. Node.js avoids the multithreading burden by employing
a nonblocking single-thread pattern and is able to efficiently
serve multiple concurrent clients by operating asynchronously,
employing the event-loop mechanism [29], which is particularly
suited for microservices architecture [30].

C. Modeling

Atmosphere was designed to represent the target context and
its elements as interrelated software objects, onto which to build
applications. These objects are modeled as resources, with their
own schemas and functionalities, accessible through the API
routes. Defining resources to expose the interface is thus a
key design step and requires abstraction in order to support
flexibility, extendibility, and scalability. Not only do the choices
concern the terminology, but also the semantic of each resource.

We identified five essential resources: thing, feature, service,
device, and measurement (see Fig. 2 and 3). A thing represents
the subject of a measurement. a feature describes the (typically
physical) measured quantitity/ies. Each quantity in a feature is
an item, with a name and a unit. A Service denotes the type of
the target IoT deployment. A device is a tool providing measure-
ments regarding a thing (or an actuator that acts within a thing
to modify its status). A measurement represents a sample of a
feature measured by a Device for a specific thing in the context of
a certain Service. Other resources include: alert, user, provider,
subscription, log, login, script, tag, constraint, and computation.

The concept of measurement abstracts the samples posted to
and retrieved from the database. The structure of a measurement
must match its feature. A measurement can contain one or more
homogeneous samples, the latter being the typical case when
sampling signals (see Fig. 4). Each sample contains a vector of
values. Values are not necessarily homogeneous. For instance,
a sample could represent a set of statistical information on a

quantity (e.g., average, stdev, etc.). Each value can be a scalar
(e.g. a temperature), a vector (e.g. the orientation in space) or a
tensor of numbers (e.g., general multidimensional data points).
The feature resource is used to check the integrity of each
received measurement. The size of each mesasurement sample
value must match the corresponding dimension attribute stored
in the corresponding feature item (see Fig. 2).

We also defined the computation resource, which performs
postprocessing calculation on measurements, exploiting the
cloud server capabilities. The result of a computation is struc-
tured and stored as a measurement, thus allowing further pro-
cessing. A set of (typically statistical) computation types are
available, identified by the “code” attribute. Currently, the fol-
lowing codes are supported: stat (including maximum, mini-
mum, average, median, standard deviation, variance), quartiles
(first quartile, third quartile), histograms. A custom computation
is also available, which executes a custom script uploaded by
the user. In the case of stdev and var, the engine offers two
variations: population-based and sample-based [31]. Another
type of computation concerns outlier detection, which is key to
guarantee the quality of data series.

Another abstraction that we defined to support the possible
needs of a data consumer service, is the constraint, which allows
defining relationships between different resources. We modeled
this as a resource in order to support the maximum flexibility
in adding associations/dependencies between resources while
avoiding hard-coding them inside the resources themselves. As
a use case, this allows building a drop-down menu in a UI which
is filled with its proper options by dynamically querying the
database (DB).

D. Implementation

The framework guarantees that all its exposed resources can
be manipulated through the previously mentioned HTTP meth-
ods. Standard response codes were defined for each method like
success codes (2xx) and client error codes (4xx), with suited
information in the response message. We have implemented
the RESTful API services in Node.js (JavaScript-based) within
the Express.js framework. This open-source framework offers
easy integration of third-party middleware, particularly the Mon-
goDB database and its Mongoose persistence layer.

In storage, resources correspond to collections in the database.
Each resource involves a number of fields, some of which are
mandatory, while others are optional. Within the API, resources
are implemented through two stages: schema and controller. The
schema—which is needed for data-checking, given the schema-
less nature of MongoDB—defines the resource structure, while
the controller implements the resource functionality. A resource
schema prescribes the fields, including their types, default val-
ues, and references to other resource fields. Fields that refer
to other resources have cross-validation functions implemented
within the resource schema. The schema also includes plugin
definitions as well as indexing options. The controller defines
the HTTP methods that are supported by the resource (typically:
GET for fetching resources, POST for inserting, PUT for updat-
ing, DELETE for removing, either permanently or softly).
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Fig. 2. Atmosphere resources outlook.

Fig. 3. UML metamodel of the main classes of Atmosphere.

Fig. 4. Measurement and Feature match.

The computation controller performs incremental calcula-
tions in order to avoid exhausting the system’s resources (e.g.,
memory), as computations are typically performed on huge
quantities of data. Computations are obtained in a two-step
process, where the client first issues a computation request,

which opens a WebSocket through which the client can get
information from the system about the progress of the execution.

According to the best practice in software engineering, the
framework includes an automatic test suite for all routes and
methods, supported by the javascript package manager. This is
key to ensure a correct working of the API operations.

E. Working System

When the API is first initialized, it connects to the storage
server and creates the database “atmosphere-DB” with one
collection inside. That collection is the “users” collection, and it
is essential to have one admin user in order to create other users
and other collections. This first instance of a user is predefined
within the source code. The “admin” user can create two other
types of users: “provider” and “analyst.” While the “admin” has
full access to the DB (all methods unrestricted—including those
for managing the application DB (ADB), which is described in
the next sub-section), the“provider” user has restricted access
that depends on ownership (allowed to POST measurements and
to GET only those records that are owned by the user), and the
“analyst” user can only access measurements (GET methods).
The authorization mechanism supports also a finer grain control,
as described in the L3Pilot use case. Another security measure
is authentication. It is based on a JSON web token (JWT), a
security pass that expires after a configurable timeout. To get a
JWT, users must POST to the “login” resource with their given
credentials. The API will reply with a JWT with the specific
authorization level of the requesting user. The JWT must then
be used as a header attribute for any further requests to the API.

F. Supported Workflow

Atmosphere has been designed in order to support an efficient
workflow for preparing different measurement-based data-rich
applications. The first step consists of the domain modeling,
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where the field objects are mapped to the Atmosphere API’s
resources. In this phase, the IoT application designer has to
define features (i.e., types of measurements), devices (i.e., mea-
surement instruments), tags (i.e., labels that can be attached as
attributes to other resources— typically measurements, features,
things and tag themselves), and constraints (i.e., relationships
between elements in the DB). In the configuration (or deploy-
ment) step, the above designed model resources are straight-
forwardly encoded in a.json file (e.g., see fragments in Fig. 2),
which is POSTed to the framework APIs, so to create the ADB
structure. In the regime phase, the framework manages the ADB,
allowing dynamic insertion/update of users, things, field mea-
surements and computation requests; and retrieval of results in
terms of things, measurements and computation outcomes. The
ADB structure can be updated during the operation as well, by
POSTing/PUTting/DELETEing features, devices, and tags. All
these actions happen only through the exposed resource routes,
with the well known advantages of the RESTful approach in
terms of scalability, encapsulation, security, portability, platform
independence, and clarity of terminology and operations.

IV. USE CASES

Atmosphere has been employed in three industrial research
projects, one in the health/smart home sector and two in auto-
motive that has put Atmosphere in challenging experimentation
set-ups, with different settings. The projects have also provided
the opportunity to improve and extend the framework. We also
report on a case applying the system for a closer to market appli-
cation for health-care instruction. In all cases, Atmosphere was
deployed on a commercial cloud server, namely an AWS elastic
cloud computing (EC2) T2.micromachine (1 virtual CPU, 1 GB
Ram) hosting Linux OS, without exploiting proprietary-specific
APIs nor services.

A. Health at Home (H@H)

H@H, a domestic project funded by the Italian Ministry of
economic development and aimed at supporting the elderly
with chronic health failure [32], developed a complete IoT
cloud service consisting of the home monitoring sensor system
(front-end), the home gateway (middleware), and a remote cloud
(back-end). Through the gateway, several physiological quanti-
ties (electrocardiogram signal, heart rate, breathing waveform,
breathing rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure, glycemia, etc.)
are collected and delivered to the cloud. Through a web UI, a
clinician can view the measurements, and modify the pharmaco-
logical therapy according to the symptoms. Atmosphere acted
as the backbone of the application in order to implement the
H@H API described in [33]. Atmosphere had to accommodate
the needs and usage variations of different service providers, as
the front-end (edge) and the gateway (fog) were provided and
maintained by third parties in the health industry.

The mapping of the H@H quantities onto the Atmosphere
resources was straightforward. For each physiological signal,
we create a corresponding “feature” and for each sensor a
“device,” in order to collect information acquired on patients as

TABLE I
ATMOSPHERE RESOURCE MAPPING TO PROJECT MODELS

“measurements” in Atmosphere. The mapping between H@H
concepts and Atmosphere resources is given in Table I. The
“operator” entity, a new instance of the user resource, was
required, with a special set of behaviors and permissions. We
implemented this as an extension to the main “user” resource
exploiting the object-oriented programming paradigm.

In H@H, several service providers offer various e-health
services (e.g., postsurgery rehabilitation support, daily activity
monitoring, pain self-assessment, etc.). This required a man-
agement framework to organize the services on both the patient
and the provider side. We thus implemented a publish/subscribe
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(pub/sub) pattern, through a supplementary subscription re-
source. Atmosphere takes advantage of asynchronous Web-
Hooks to provide automated real-time callbacks. WebHooks
broadcast any service update by the service providers to all
subscribers. The new resource couples the users with their
subscribed services (the ones that are supported by their installed
edge sensory system). One field (IsActive) specifies whether
the payload delivery is enabled, while another one (endpoint)
specifies the uniform resource locator address to which the
service and later updates must be published.

H@H has been successfully piloted in Oderzo, a small town
in Veneto Region, where 13 older persons living in 8 apart-
ments have been monitored using different sensors (e.g. passive
infrared (PIR) sensors and thermostats in several rooms), and
measurements stored in an Atmosphere ADB. A second demon-
stration is ongoing in the facilities of Fondazione Don Gnocchi,
one of the largest non state-owned hospital infrastructure in Italy.

B. Fabric

In fabric, a seventh Framework Programme European Indus-
trial Research Project which implemented an on-road testbed
for dynamic wireless charging (DWC) of electrical vehicles
[34], we realized a charging process metering service for the
vehicles passing through the charging lane [35]. The system
senses and computes on the edge information about the charging
process and stores it on Atmosphere’s cloud server to support
new electro-mobility (e-mobility) services (e.g., billing, energy-
aware car navigation) which can be implemented by relevant
companies (e.g., energy providers, navigation providers).

The road-side DWC subsystem sends to Atmosphere data
representing the state of each consecutive charging grid. The
vehicle-side DWC subsystem generates a stream of measure-
ments recording the vehicle-coil alignment (which is key to
power transfer efficiency and was supported by a vision sys-
tem [36]) and the charging parameters and battery status. In
an approach suitable to the nature of each data stream, we
implemented the edge-computing module to process data in two
different ways. The road-side uploads to the cloud when a change
in measured samples occurs. The vehicle side averages the data
within a predefined period. The edge processor also included a
local buffer to deal with an intermittent connection between the
edge and the cloud.

The stored samples represent the electrical charging process
in current and voltage. Fig. 4 shows the measured samples of
the current in ampere of a charging session. The mapping of
the Fabric objects onto the Atmosphere resources is given in
Table I. Further parameters are required to contribute to the
metering and billing services such as the electrical power trans-
fer, energy stored, and final electrical bill. Acquiring these data
was made possible through the computation resource. Power
transfer is computed directly from the stored measurements.
But computing energy requires integrating the result of previous
power computations, that are stored as measurements.

The whole end-to-end deployment was tested in-lab and (the
vision module for vehicle-coil alignment) on the test site inside
the MotorOasi Piemonte safe drive track in Val di Susa, Italy.

Through enabling edge computing functionalities, the edge de-
vice managed to drop data upload size by approximately 96%
from 720 to 27 MB/h. Based on stored data, we performed
tests in lab tests for a simple prototype billing service. In a
three-step procedure, starting with power (KW), then computing
energy (KWH), we were able to obtain an estimate of the
electrical bill for a specific charging lane passage. In all cases,
concurrent and consecutive HTTP requests were maintained at
a stable 40 ms delays in response time on a low-end AWS EC2
T2.micromachine.

C. L3Pilot

L3Pilot is a Horizon 2020 research project aimed at assessing
the impact of automated driving (AD) on public roads, testing
the society of automotive engineers level 3 (and some level 4)
functions [37]. The pilots systems are being exposed to variable
conditions in hundreds of trips on vehicles by 13 owners (ten
original equipment manufacturers, two suppliers, one research
facility), across ten European countries. The project uses the
field operational test support action methodology [38], driven
by a set of research questions and hypotheses on technical
aspects, user acceptance, driving and travel behavior, as well
as the impact on traffic and safety. In order to answer such
research questions, the project has developed a data toolchain,
that translates the proprietary vehicular signals to a shared format
[39], and processes them to estimate the driving scenarios (e.g.,
“lane change,” “cut-in”) [40]. Data from all the pilot sites is now
being analyzed for an overall impact assessment. Atmosphere
provides the shared data storage back-end [41].

The mapping of the L3Pilot objects onto the Atmosphere
resources is given in Table I, with a thing (i.e., the subject
of a measurement) corresponding to every single experimental
trip. Stored measurements—produced by the abovementioned
toolchain—are not the original signal time-series, but mean-
ingful aggregations (called “Datapoints” and various types of
“indicators,” with such items as: avg speed, minimum longi-
tudinal distance, time headway at minimum time to collision,
percentage of driving times in the various scenarios, etc.). Thus,
such “datapoints” and “indicators” are the features in the L3Pilot
installation. Different driving scenario types have different dat-
apoint structures. All these features are tagged as datapoint to
facilitate data retrieval according to the jargon. Tags were very
useful also to specify driving scenarios, experimental conditions
(baseline, system available, system active, etc.) and road types
(e.g., motorway, major arterial, local road, etc.), that are all used
to segment a trip’s data.

The constraint resource was introduced to define abstract
relationships (e.g., dependencies) between two documents in
the DB. The web-browser-based UI— that was developed by
another project partner [40]—exploits constraint documents
in order to allow the data analyst user to select the available
measurement types from dynamically filled drop-down menus.
To this end, constraints were used for relating tags among each
others. For instance, the “datapoint” UI tag, that is one of the
items selectable for querying measurements, points to a group
of actual features (that finally identify the measurements), one
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Fig. 5. Response times to batch uploads with two types of
measurements (one with 28 and one with 40 dimensions) in the L3Pilot
Atmosphere ADB.

Fig. 6. Response times per single measurement relative to different
sizes of batch uploads (range 1 to 100) in the L3Pilot Atmosphere ADB.

for each driving scenario. Other UI tags identify point to other
groups, according to the logic of the application. This allows
automatic creation of hierarchical query forms.

The L3Pilot toolchain processes offline the data gathered
during a pilot vehicle’s trip and POSTs the resulting measure-
ments in batches to the DB. Batch sizes differ from one trip
to another, and we monitored the effect of batch sizes on the
API response time. As Fig. 5 shows, the response time is almost
linear with respect to the number of measurements per batch.
The size of the sample vector (feature’s items) has a minor
impact. Examining the effect of the batch approach on the
single measurement response time, we observed a significant
improvement in response times down to 17 ms on batches with
a larger number of measurements. Fig. 6 shows a decline in
response time, which settles at batches with 30 measurements.
The addition of the support of HTTPS had only a minor impact,
even while enabling SSL certificate verification. We observed a
+/- 4 ms difference at most between encrypted and unencrypted
requests, with a slight peak of 1% in CPU load upon HTTPS
connection, on our AWS EC2 T2.micromachine.

To POST measurements to Atmosphere, vehicle owners are
given “provider” credentials, through which they can also ac-
ces their own measurements only. Analyst users were initially

granted access to all measurements. Then, to better protect
confidentiality, the consortium required to restrict the analyst
access, requiring a finer grain right management. Three groups of
features were identified, and analysts are now given read access
rights to these single groups.

The L3Pilot ADB is now being used by the analysts of all the
pilot sites, that have started processing data inserted by the 13
vehicle owners to answer the project’s research questions on L3
autonomous driving. The last requirement we elicited has been
the need to implement the text/csv multipurpose internet mail
extensions type, so to reduce the message size and speed-up the
file preparation on the client side (analysts typically work on
.csv files obtained by downloading the result of a query).

D. Emergency Room Educational Simulator

While the three above presented use cases concern indus-
trial research prototypes, we also tried to check the system as
is for commercial applications. To this end, we organized a
presentation of Atmosphere with the development team of a
university spin-off company engaged in rich-data applications.
It took the developers two days to come up with an ADB model
implementation for the use case of a three-dimensional virtual
reality simulator from emergency room personnel instruction.
The very limited time-frame required for designing and deploy-
ing an effective solution was considered a key merit. Atmosphere
was used to achieve the goal of assessing the performance of
a doctor by evaluating the effects of his interventions on the
various patients. To this end, the ADB was designed to record the
state of a patient, that is characterized by a set of time-evolving
parameters; the actions performed by the doctor (e.g., how he
interacted with the available simulation tools); and the events in
the simulation (e.g., changes in medical equipment availability).
To speed up the queries and facilitate the post-processing, mea-
surements should be recorded both as and as blobs aggregating
data with the same time. Time series data will then be retrieved
to compute correlations and sophisticated machine learning so
to identify relationships between the doctor’s avatar actions and
the evolution of the patients.

E. Analysis of Results

The deployment of Atmosphere in the above presented diverse
IoT applications showed its effectiveness, flexibility, and ability
to support an efficient workflow. The system was used also by
third parties (universities, research institutes, and companies),
with satisfaction. Additionally, we were able to progressively
integrate new functionalities in an abstract manner, keeping the
reusability objective valid across all resources and methods.
Table I summarizes the mapping between Atmosphere and the
three project models.

While the other two projects are finished, L3Pilot is in
progress, and a full account of Atmosphere’s deployment will
not be available before the project concludes in 2021. How-
ever, requirements by L3Pilot partners and pilot tests have
been satisfied efficiently by Atmosphere, which showed a great
deal of versatility, also considering that we dealt with statisti-
cally preprocessed data, with complex semantic structures. This
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challenged our design, and required some improvements, for
instance to allow different dimension sizes for each value in
measurement samples, as L3Pilot datapoints, that are recorded
at each detected driving scenario instance (DSI), contain quite
different preprocessed quantities. When upgrades were needed,
we managed to keep the deployment delay upon structure change
relatively low (a couple of days at most). L3Pilot allowed testing
and upgrading Atmosphere to the use case in which different
IoT data source providers share postprocessed data, typically in
batches. The structural data checks implemented in Atmosphere
allowed detecting bugs in the complex data preparation toolchain
(particularly in terms of feature value dimensions), which saved
significant development time.

Across the four use cases, not only did the deployment envi-
ronment change, but the manner of data streaming to the cloud
as well. In H@H, we experienced a steady stream of raw data,
in fabric uploads contained high frequency of aggregated data,
and in L3Pilot we implemented batch upload of preprocessed
data. Upon examination of each use case, we extracted the
relevant parameters that give an insight into the efficacy of
Atmosphere’s deployment. We spotted a remarkable difference
in API response time to stream POSTs (one measurement with
a single or multidimension value vector) versus batch POSTs.
Stream POST requests resulted in an average 40 ms response
time on our low-end AWS EC2 T2.micromachine. While such
latency was suitable for our use cases, other types of workload
and applications (e.g., streaming for real-time remote control)
would need much more powerful servers than our low-end
T2.micromachine, and/or exploiting computation scaling func-
tionalities, such as MongoDB sharding. Batch POSTs contained
up to 4000 measurements, with multiple dimension (5 to 40)
value vectors. Fig. 5 and 6 show the response times of two batch
uploads to Atmosphere, with different dimensions. Each batch
POST costed around one minute, for 3500 measurements with
40-sized value vectors, resulting in a per measurement cost of
17 ms on average. We argue that the reason for this contrast
in response time per measurement between stream and batch
POSTs is partly because of the enabling of the response com-
pression using the “npm compression” middleware and partly
because of the overhead avoidance of HTTP request/response
header processing upon batches.

F. Lessons Learned

The most apparent lesson we learned from our use case
experience is that the framework must be easy to deploy and
use. We also prepared a Docker image, which greatly simplifies
the process. Creation of an ADB (i.e., configuration of an At-
mosphere server instance for an application) can be automated
through a Postman [42] script, which offers a turnkey solution for
deployment, that was particularly appreciated in L3Pilot, where
the ADB had to be deployed in several pilot sites for preliminary
local analysis.

Postman is an excellent tool for testing as well. But actual
deployment required us to develop tailored tools to support
insertion and query of measurements. In fact, while, the abstract
design of Atmosphere allowed its deployment in a variety of

contexts, an effective usage required some domain specific
customizations. Particularly, we have developed web UI and
command line interfaces, that introduce a business layer between
the user and the cloud platform (e.g., processing of input files,
dealing with possible duplicates and missing documents, peri-
odic back-up, provision of messages customized to the specific
application). These tools are project-tailored, but their porting
between different ADBs is relatively straightforward, greatly
benefiting from the Atmosphere abstractions. Expressing cus-
tomizations with domain-specific languages is left as a future
work [43].

Collaboration with the client application development teams
is key, particularly in the ADB design phase. To this end,
documentation and examples are necessary to present the At-
mosphere abstractions, that are powerful, but need to be un-
derstood. Particularly important are the concepts of samples,
for time series (nontime-series have a single sample), and of
values (inside a sample), each one of which can have different
dimensions (scalar, vector, and tensorial). This gives a high
flexibility in accommodating different types of data collections
and organizations. Tags and constraints are useful to define
lightweight relationships among resources, without hard-wiring
them in the resources themselves, which would unnecessarily
stiffen and weigh down the software and model structure. Tags
are particularly important in supporting the automatic building
of query forms for UIs.

Our experience showed the importance of understanding de-
velopers’ needs. If they require new product features, solutions
should be designed to be generic (i.e., application independent),
inline with the abstractions that make the framework flexible
and seamlessly usable in different contexts. Generally speaking,
frameworks should not be “opinionated.” They should support
a clear workflow, but not prevent users from performing other
desirable actions. The Atmosphere design aimed at achieving
flexibility, within a focus on the concept of measurement. As a
consequence, for instance, measurement features are very flex-
ible, and fine grain user rights are available for measurements,
while access to other resources (e.g., the ADB configuration
resources) is reserved to an admin.

An advantage stressed by all the developers we have worked
with is that, using Atmosphere, they could customize and exploit
a reliable system, which was already tested not only through
automatic testing, but also by other developers, in the pervious
project deployments. We consider this as an important acknowl-
edgment of the robustness of the system and, overall, validity of
its design abstractions.

V. CONCLUSION

As IoT technologies are increasing the capabilities of col-
lecting huge quantities of data from the field, it was ever more
important to have tools for creating new, data-rich applications.
In this article, we investigated how to develop a nonvendor-
locked, interoperable framework, which exploits state-of-the-art
data management technologies, and was able to support effective
and efficient development of relevant IoT applications. We de-
veloped Atmosphere, a cloud-platform independent framework
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for managing smart things in the IoT ecosystem. Our original
contribution consists in an edge-to-cloud computing model us-
ing abstract IoT web resources. Atmosphere was designed as a
deployment-ready IoT data storage and computation support ser-
vice, which was not locked into proprietary cloud technologies.
It focuses on measurement data and exposes resources (includ-
ing Computations) to support measurement-rich applications

As our target users were mainly IoT developers and service
providers, and in order to support the IoT developer commu-
nity, we have released Atmosphere open source on GitHub:
https://github.com/Atmosphere-IoT-Framework. We believed
that the tool could be particularly useful for shared research. Our
experience in three industrial research collaborative projects (use
cases 1 to 3)—quite various in nature—showed that Atmosphere
can seamlessly support a variety of IoT applications, providing
benefits in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, as its resources
support a structured and modular approach to application model-
ing and development. Atmosphere does not tie the development
to a proprietary commercial platform, nor requires the huge
set-up times needed to start from scratch a solution. Also based
on the feedback from the fourth, closer-to-market, use case we
estimated that Atmosphere has a technology readiness level
between 7 and 8.

Atmosphere was designed to support an efficient application
development workflow starting with domain modeling, where
the field objects are to be mapped to the Atmosphere API’s
resources. In the configuration step, the designed model re-
sources were POSTed to the framework API, so to create the
ADB structure, that can be efficiently deployed in the cloud
or in a local facility. In the regime phase, the framework man-
ages the ADB, allowing to insert and retrieve measurements
and computations. The system implements a rigorous RESTful
architecture, exploiting its well-known advantages. The tests
indicated that Atmosphere supports also the start up of new
generation e-mobility data-driven services for metering and
energy-awareness.

Future works will involve enriching the existing set of com-
putations, also with machine learning processing, for instance
for time-series prediction and automated clustering. Moreover,
we would like to integrate psychometric measurements and
user survey/questionnaire data, for supporting user acceptance
studies in the field. Finally, it will be interesting to set up an
empirical interventional study to assess the causal impact of
usage of Atmosphere by IoT application developers.
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